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Abstract
For the Chinese opinion analysis pilot task at
NTCIR-6, we tested two techniques for each of the four
subtasks—identifying opinionated sentences, making
polarity decisions, identifying opinion holders, and retrieving topically relevant sentences. Our opinion detection technique is based on sentiment lexicons. We
explored three main issues: the effect of the size of
sentiment lexicons on the accuracy of opinionated sentence identiﬁcation and of polarity decisions, the effect
of a simple approximation to anaphora resolution on
the accuracy of opinion holder identiﬁcation, and the
effect of sentence expansion on the effectiveness of relevant sentence retrieval.
Keywords: NTCIR, Opinion analysis, sentiment
detection, sentence retrieval.

1

Introduction

Accurate and efﬁcient techniques for opinion analysis could serve many purposes, ranging from current
applications to marketing and public opinion research
to scholarship on evolution of attitudes and opinions
over time. The vast majority of the reported research
on opinion classiﬁcation has focused on written English. The NTCIR-6 Chinese opinion analysis pilot
task is the ﬁrst effort in the world to create a test collection for Chinese opinion detection at sentence level.
NTCIR provided a test collection of 843 topically
relevant news documents with 11,907 sentences in
Traditional Chinese for opinion analysis. There are
4 topics (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 26) for training and 28 topics
(i.e., 4-25, 27-32) for evaluation. The training documents are marked with opinionated words, sentence
relevance, and sentence polarity. Evaluations of the
task were made by the NTCIR organizers. More descriptions of the test collection and the task design are
covered in the overview paper [3].
The pilot task evaluates 4 subtasks—identiﬁcation
of opinionated sentences, identiﬁcation of opinion
holders, retrieving relevant sentences, and deciding

opinion polarity. We tested relatively simple techniques with a one-month effort, and submitted 2 runs
(a baseline run and an alternative run) for each subtask.
This paper reports our methods for and the results of
accomplishing the subtasks.

2

Methods

Supervised machine learning techniques have been
applied to the identiﬁcation of semantic polarity at the
scale of words [6], sentences [9], and documents [8].
Regardless of scale, however, words typically have
provided the base feature set that those classiﬁers exploited. We treat words as our basic features for Chinese opinion detection, although characters would also
have been a reasonable choice.
In our NTCIR-6 Chinese opinion analysis experiments, we tested the following ideas: (1) detecting
opinionated sentences using sentiment lexicons, (2)
aggregating sentence polarity from word polarity, (3)
using BBN Identiﬁnder and some simple anaphora resolution technique to identify opinion holders, and (4)
retrieving relevant sentences based on sentence expansion.

2.1

Segmentation

Since there are no word boundaries (other than
those that are coincident with sentence boundaries) in
written Chinese, we segmented the sentences using a
one-best partition by the Stanford Segmenter [5] to get
words. Although segmentation of Chinese sentences is
a research problem itself, one-best segmentation techniques offer an obvious starting point for our purpose.

2.2

Detecting Opinionated Sentences
and Deciding Polarity

We used sentiment lexicons to detect opinionated
sentences and to aggregate the polarity of a sentence
from the polarities of its constituent words. We ﬁrst
describe the source of our lexicons and then explain
how they were used for each task.
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2.2.1

We obtained the Chinese sentiment lexicon used by
Ku et al.1 , which contains 2,812 positive words and
8,276 negative words in Traditional Chinese [2]. We
also manually rekeyed two books, the Chinese Positive
Dictionary and the Chinese Negative Dictionary [4, 7],
both published in Simpliﬁed Chinese. We rekeyed
them as traditional Chinese. Some of the words in
each book were marked as being positive (or negative)
in some contexts but neutral in other contexts; we segregated 325 of those both positive and neutral words
into the Neutral lexicon. This yielded a total of 5,184
positive words, 3,116 negative words and 325 neutral
words. Combining these with Ku et al’s lexicons, removing duplicates, and cleaning up some punctuation
and the characters preceding an ellipsis, yielded a positive lexicon with 6,743 Chinese words and a negative
lexicon with 10,294 words.
The 4 sets of training documents (for the 4 training topics) were marked with PSV (opinion indication words), POS (positive) words, NEG (negative)
words, and NEU (neutral) words. We automatically
extracted these annotated words and put them into 4
lexicons. Since the training documents were created
by 3 annotators, we created 2 versions of the POS,
NEG, and NEU lexicons - the bigger lexicons were
created by combining all words annotated by the 3 annotators (i.e., by set union) whereas the smaller lexicons were composed of those words agreed by at least
2 annotators. A single PSV lexicon was created, by
set union. Then we manually edited the lexicons by
moving some words among the lexicons (see Figure 1
for full details). For opinion detection, the PSV lexicon was added into the NEU lexicon after removing
the word “Bao Dao” (i.e., report) which appears in almost every news story. However, for identifying opinion holders, the full PSV lexicon was used.
Since negation words may reverse the polarities of
opinionated words, we also manually created a lexicon
of negation words by inspection from the acquired and
extracted lexicons and by brainstorming. Some example negation words are listed in Figure 2.
By joining the acquired lexicons with a version of
the extracted lexicons, we created two combined lexicons. The number of words in each lexicon is shown
in Table 1.
2.2.2

5HPRYHGIURP369
ฅ䘧 UHSRUW 

5HPRYHGIURP326
ᦤկ SURYLGH 
ࡉྟ LQLWLDWH 
哢ゟ WULSDUWLWHFRQIURQWDWLRQ 

$GGHGWR1(*
䲏ᰃ RQO\ 
㗠Ꮖ QRWKLQJPRUH 

5HPRYHGIURP1(8
ฅ䘧 UHSRUW 
僂㸠 LVVXHGLVWULEXWH 
ᦤկ SURYLGH 

Lexicon Acquisition and Preparation

Detecting Opinionated Sentences

We created a very lenient classiﬁer for detecting opinionated sentences using the sentiment lexicons. If a
sentence has at least one word appearing in the POS,
NEG, or NEU lexicons, it was reported as opinionated.
If no word in the sentence was found in those three
lexicons, it was reported as “not opinionated.” The
1 http://nlg18.csie.ntu.edu.tw:8080/opinion/pub1.html

Figure 1. Manual changes to the extracted lexicons.

ϡ QR 
≦ QR 
⛵ QR 
 QRW 
ϡҟܹ QRWLQYROYHGLQ 
ϡফ QRWVXEMHFWWR 
ϡⳌֵ QRWEHOLHYH 
ϡҹ⚎✊ REMHFWWR 
ϡ ݡQRWDQ\PRUH 
ϡᕽ QRWDQ\PRUH 
≦᳝ QR 
≦䙷咐 QRWWKDW 
ᕲ՚ QHYHUHYHU 
ᕲ≦᳝ QHYHUHYHU 
⛵ᛣ QRWLQWHQGWR 
ܼ⛵ WRWDOO\QRW

Figure 2. Example negation words.
baseline system used the smaller lexicons, whereas the
alternative system used the bigger lexicons.
2.2.3

Aggregating Sentence Polarity

The polarity of a sentence was aggregated from its
composing words by checking the POS, NEG, and
NEU lexicons. If a word is found in the POS or NEG
lexicon, it gets a score of 1 for positive or a score of -1
for negative, otherwise a score of 0.
Because negation characters (and bigrams) can be
segmented as separate words, we added an additional
rule to all the 3 sentence classiﬁers that ﬂipped the polarity of any word that immediately followed such a
negation word. The sentence was reported as positive
if its aggregated opinion score is >= 1, negative if the
score is <= −1, neutral if the score = 0 and there is
at least one word appears in the POS, NEU, or NEU
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Table 2. Features of the two systems
Subtask
Baseline
Alternative
Sentence
single
expanded
Retrieval
sentence
sentence
Opinion
ﬁrst identiﬁed some anaphora
Holder
entity
resolution
Opinion
smaller
bigger
Identiﬁcation lexicon
lexicon

Table 1. Lexicon size
Bigger lexicon Smaller lexicon
POS
9150
8195
NEG
13038
12425
NEU
1357
423
PSV
82
82
Negation 116
116

lexicon. The baseline system used smaller lexicons
whereas the alternative system used bigger lexicons.
According to the evaluation plan [3], “the polarity
is to be determined with respect to the set topic description if the sentence is relevant to the topic, and
based on the attitude of the opinion if the sentence is
not relevant to the topic.” Here we simpliﬁed the decision of polarity without taking the topic description
into consideration due to time constraints.

2.3

Opinion Holder Identiﬁcation

We applied the BBN Identiﬁnder [1] named entity tagger (2001 version) to automatically annotate
PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and LOCATION entities. We then used two strategies to identify the focal
named entity—the simple reported the ﬁrst identiﬁed
PERSON, ORGANIZATION, or LOCATION (in that
order), the complex strategy used PSV opinion indication words (usually verbs such as “said,” “announced”)
to anchor the position of named entities, and reported
the ﬁrst identiﬁed PERSON, ORGANIZATION, or
LOCATION (in this order) before the opinion indicating verbs. If named entities were not identiﬁed before any opinion indicating word, the named entity of
the previous sentence was reported (which can sometimes function as a simple approach to anaphora resolution). If no opinion indicating words were identiﬁed,
the simple strategy was applied. The baseline system
used the simple strategy, whereas the alternative system used the complex strategy. Although more than
one opinion holder might actually be mentioned in a
sentence, we only reported one single opinion holder
(if any) in order to simplify our efforts, and we did
not use the 4 training topics to further train the BBN
Identiﬁnder.

2.4

Relevant Sentence Retrieval

In information retrieval, the unit of retrieval is often
referred to informally as a “document,” even though it
might be just part of a document; we adopt that convention here. We created two collections, one for each
system. For the baseline system we used sentences as
the retrieval unit, while for the alternative system we
expanded each retrieval unit to also include a second

copy of that sentence, plus the previous and next sentences (if any). This was intended to partially mitigate
the effect of vocabulary mismatch when indexing only
sentences.
The documents were tokenized with the Stanford
Chinese Segmenter, converted from BIG5 to UTF-8,
and then indexed with Indri.2 The queries were created by manually concatenating the title and description ﬁelds of the topic ﬁles, automatically tokenized
with the Stanford Segmenter, and then automatically
rendered in the Indri query format.
The Indri search engine reported a ranked list of retrieved documents for each query. We wrote a Perl
script to remove duplicates from the ranked list. Lacking any principled way of determining how many topranked documents in the ranked list are relevant, we
manually checked the ranked lists for 3 randomly selected topics to see at which point the ranked list
should be cut off. For the baseline system, we ultimately chose to keep the top 65% documents in the
ranked list, while for the alternative system, we chose
to keep the top 99%. Since we performed this inspection using three evaluation topics rather than the
training topics, our relevant sentence retrieval results
should be considered a manual run.

3

Results and Discussion

Since all sentences were annotated by three assessors, there are two types of evaluation - a strict standard (all three assessors must have the same annotation) and a lenient standard (at least two assessors have
the same annotation). Both were automatically computed for relevant sentence retrieval, detecting opinionated sentences, and deciding sentence polarity. The
opinion holder evaluation required some manual judgment, and was only performed once for each participating group [3].
A brief description of the features of the two systems is presented in Table 2. Since NTCIR evaluated each category (opinionated sentence, holder, relevance, and polarity) separately, we report the performance of the two systems for the 4 subtasks.
2 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
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Table 3. Results for detecting opinionated sentences
Runs
P
R
F

Baseline
lenient strict
0.6301 0.2388
0.9837 0.9927
0.7682 0.3850

Alternative
lenient strict
0.6447 0.2452
0.9738 0.9863
0.7757 0.3928

Note: P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure.

Table 4. Polarity decision results
Runs
Baseline
Alternative
lenient strict
lenient strict
P
0.2855 0.0812 0.2920 0.0854
R
0.4458 0.6035 0.4412 0.6148
F
0.3481 0.1431 0.3514 0.1500

Table 5. Opinion holder identiﬁcation results, sentence-based
Runs
Correct
ParCorr
Incorrect
Miss
FA
P
R
F

Baseline
lenient strict
917
441
213
95
1051
442
257
97
1976
631
0.2206 0.2741
0.3761 0.4102
0.2781 0.3286

Alternative
lenient strict
1000
471
232
103
964
405
243
96
1955
628
0.2409 0.2931
0.4100 0.4381
0.3035 0.3512

Note: P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure,
ParCorr=Partial Correct, FA=False Alarm

3.3

Opinion Holder Identiﬁcation

Note: P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure.

3.1

Detecting Opinionated Sentences

Table 3 reports the accuracy of the two systems
for judging whether a sentence is opinionated or not.
Compared with the baseline, the alternative system improves the precision by 2–3% relative, but hurts the
recall by about 1% relative. Overall, the alternative
system did 1–2% better than the baseline by the Fmeasure. We have not tested these results for statistical
signiﬁcance, but it seems reasonable to conclude that
increasing the size of our sentiment lexicon was not
generally harmful. However, the precision scores are
relatively low for every condition (which means that
our systems reported many non-opinionated sentences
as opinionated), indicating that substantial room for
improvement remains. We should note, however, that
0.7757 was the highest F-measure reported for any of
the seven submitted runs by the 5 participating teams.

3.2

Deciding Sentence Polarity

Table 4 reports the accuracy of the two systems for
polarity decision (positive, negative, neutral) if a sentence is computed as opinionated. Our systems did
not take the relevance of topics to the sentence into
consideration when making the polarity decision. The
alternative system did a little better than the baseline
by improving the F score by 1% relative for the lenient standard, or 5% relative for the strict standard.
However, the precision scores are all very low, indicating that our way of aggregating sentence polarity
from word polarity is likely ﬂawed.

Table 5 reports the accuracy of our two systems at
identifying opinion holders on a sentence-by-sentence
basis (referred to in the pilot task as “sentence-based”
evaluation results). The deﬁnitions of precision, recall,
and F-measure for this case are:
Corr
Corr + P arCorr + Incorr + F A

(1)

Corr
Corr + P arCorr + Incorr + M iss

(2)

P =

R=

F =

2P R
P +R

(3)

where Corr is the number of sentences in which
holders were correctly identiﬁed, ParCorr is the number of sentences in which partial holders were correctly identiﬁed (i.e., not all holders in the sentence
were identiﬁed), Incorr is the number of sentences in
which wrong holders were proposed, FA is the number
of false alarms (i.e., the number of sentences in which
holders should not have been proposed), and Miss is
the number of missed identiﬁcations (i.e., the number
of sentences in which holders were missed).
Table 5 shows that the alternative system seems to
work better than the baseline in terms of precision,
recall, and F-measure (although, again, we have not
tested these results for statistical signiﬁcance). Compared with the baseline, the alternative system improves the F-measure by 7–9% relative, indicating our
very simple approximation to anaphora resolution is
helpful. However, our systems also yields substantial numbers of incorrectly extracted entities and high
false alarm scores, indicating that the BBN Identiﬁnder might beneﬁt from further training for this task,
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Table 7. Sentence retrieval results
Runs
Baseline
Alternative
lenient strict
lenient strict
P
0.6438 0.3537 0.6829 0.4036
R
0.9364 0.9530 0.5163 0.5653
F
0.7630 0.5160 0.5880 0.4709

Table 6. Opinion holder identiﬁcation results, holder-based
Runs
Correct
PropH
ActH
P
R
F

Baseline
lenient strict
1130
536
4157
1609
2874
1266
0.2718 0.3331
0.3932 0.4234
0.3214 0.3729

Alternative
lenient strict
1232
574
4151
1607
2875
1266
0.2968 0.3572
0.4285 0.4534
0.3507 0.3996

Note: P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure.

4

Note: P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure,
Correct=Correct holders identiﬁed,
PropH=Proposed holders,
ActH=Actual number of holders

and/or that always selecting the ﬁrst identiﬁed person/organization/location entity could be a suboptimal
approach.
Table 6 reports the accuracy of the same two systems computed another way, on a holder basis. In this
case, precision and recall are deﬁned as:
P =

Correct
P ropH

(4)

R=

Correct
ActH

(5)

where PropH is the number of opinion holders in all
opinion sentences proposed by the system, and ActH is
the number of opinion holders in actual opinion sentences, and Corr is the number of correct identiﬁcations (i.e., the total number of holders in the correct
opinion sentences proposed by the systems).
Table 6 shows that the alternative system seems to
work better than the baseline in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. Compared with the baseline, the
alternative system improves the F-measure by 7–9%
relative, again indicating that our simple approximation to anaphora resolution is helpful.

3.4

Relevant Sentence Retrieval

Table 7 reports the effectiveness of the two systems
for retrieving topically relevant sentences. It shows
that the alternative system performed worse than the
baseline by decreasing the F-measure by 23% related
for the lenient standard, or 9% relative for the strict
standard. A precipitous drop in recall is responsible
for that large difference, which is just the opposite
of what we would have expected from an expansionbased technique. We therefore suspect a bug in our
coding for the expansion process.

Conclusions and Future Work

We tested simple techniques with a one-month effort for accomplishing the four subtasks—identifying
opinionated sentences, making polarity decisions,
identifying opinion holders, and retrieving topically
relevant sentences. For each subtask, we tried two
techniques. Here we address what we have learned,
and what we might do in the future with this test collection.
For identifying opinionated sentences and making
polarity decisions, our alternative system, which relies on larger sentiment lexicons, seems to do about
as well as, or perhaps a bit better than, our baseline
system. However, both our systems classiﬁed a large
number of non-opinionated sentences as opinionated,
and the precision scores for polarity decisions are thus
rather low. Now that we have a test collection to work
with, we can try other ways for detecting opinionated
sentences. Most obviously, we will want to optimize
the thresholds beyond which a sentence is classiﬁed as
opinionated. Once the precision of detecting opinionated sentences is improved, the precision of polarity
decision can be addressed. For example, the training
documents might serve as a basis for detecting patterns
in the ways that word polarity contributes to sentence
polarity. It seems reasonable to expect, for example,
that systematic variations by topic might be identiﬁed
if enough data is available.
For identifying opinion holders, both of our systems rely on the BBN Identiﬁnder. The alternative
system, which approximates anaphora resolution using a simple heuristic, did much better than the baseline (which always reports the ﬁrst identiﬁed named
entity). This suggests that a more principled approach
to anaphora resolution might yield greater gains. We
can also likely get some gains by focusing on linguistic cues for expression of opinion rather than simply
taking the ﬁrst entity that we encounter in some ﬁxed
search order. Such an approach would also be the
ﬁrst step in crafting a principled basis to identifying
cases in which reporting more than one opinion holder
would be appropriate. Finally, the fact that we observed large numbers of incorrectly identiﬁed named
entities and high false alarm rates, so in the future
we will want to try some additional task- and genrespeciﬁc training for the BBN Identiﬁnder.
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For retrieving topically relevant sentences, the obvious ﬁrst step will be to conduct a failure analysis in
order to understand why adjacent-sentence expansion
proved to be so harmful. Once we understand that, we
can begin to explore alternative expansion techniques
and to explore more principled ways of selecting a
classiﬁcation threshold.
Perhaps our most important conclusion is that the
NTCIR Opinion Analysis Pilot Task has deﬁnitely
attained its objectives. We now have an evaluation
framework, a test collection, and a community with
mutual interest in these challenges. We look forward
to discussing our results at the workshop, and to continuing our work on this important problem with the
beneﬁt of these new resources.
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